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A Soil Health Champion’s Guide
to Virtual Farm Tours
Championing soil health in a time of social distancing

Sharing your personal stewardship journey is essential for Soil
Health Champions and at the heart of why we join this network.
One of the best ways is to invite peers and neighbors to your farm
or ranch and show them around. With social distancing orders in
place, this is currently not an option, but there are ways to use
the internet, video conferencing and social media to keep sharing
and learning together. Solutions can be technically advanced or
simple, depending on your situation and know-how.

Championing soil health in a time of social distancing

INTRODUCTION
The goal is to set up conditions for a fruitful exchange, an
interactive experience, and ultimately to create community! In
real life, we often do this by sharing a meal or chatting casually
while walking from the barn to the field. Even though a sense of
ease can be difficult to create online (silences are awkward and
the technology can get in the way) as the host you do have the
power to set the stage. Choose your media according to your own
comfort level and trust in your own style, which will help others
relax as well. Just as you would when hosting them physically,
you want to make people feel comfortable.

ONLINE TOOLS

Choose
your media
according to
your comfort
and skill level
–and trust
in your
own style!

Make an assessment of virtual communication tools that you have
already in place. Using what you have experience with (be it a
Facebook page, an Instagram account or a website) is a good way
to start. Even your email newsletter can become the vehicle for a
virtual farm tour, allowing you to share what you do to advance
soil health.
Don’t get bogged down by the technology! Choose the level of
complexity that you can manage, that matches your skill level and
that you have readily available. Start simple and optionally work
up to greater complexity as you get more relaxed and things have
been going well.
Social media and online communications is second nature to the
younger generation. Ask a young Champion to partner with you
on the virtual farm tour, or enlist your kids or grandkids in helping
you with the technology.
Consider what level of online interaction you want in your
life. Do you prefer an intimate get together with a select
group of invited guests or are you opening your virtual farm
gates to whoever wants to explore with you? Is your goal to
build awareness about soil health in the general public or do
you want to foster a small dedicated support group of peers?
Do you enjoy when your mailbox is full of messages or does
it overwhelm you at the end of a long day? Do you want to
be in constant contact with others or limit interaction to an
appointed time? The answers to these questions are essential
and will dictate your choice of online communication tools.
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Online Tools

BLOGGING
If you have a website and you enjoy writing, you might consider
adding a blog to share your thoughts and observations on soil
stewardship. WordPress is an easy to use, free online platform to
create your own blog. You can choose to permit visitors to leave
comments, allowing for a modest amount of engagement with
your audience. Before you start though, take into consideration
the amount of time and energy you can devote regularly to writing
and posting of pictures. Blogging can be a great creative outlet,
but it’s a bit of a commitment!

FACEBOOK
You can use your business’
Facebook page to post updates
from the field. Take pictures or
video while you’re out on the
range and post them together
with a commentary about soil
health (either later when back
at home or directly, using a
smartphone app). As your
facebook page is visible to
everyone on the internet, this
medium is useful to address the
general public and speak to a
wide audience.
Start or join a Facebook Group
for a more intimate experience,
depending on the size and
restrictions of the group. Several
NM Soil Health Champions are
sharing updates and progress
reports in the Facebook group
NM Soil Stewards, administered
by the NM Healthy Soil Working
Group. It requires authorization
from the moderator to join and
only members can see content,
creating a safe space to interact
with like minded peers.
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Online Tools

WHATS APP
Keep in mind that a WhatsApp group can periodically be very
active. If you don’t enjoy being interrupted by social media, then
this is not the tool for you. On the up side, being closely linked
with a tight group of peers can make you feel connected and less
isolated. The informal, quick way of interacting using chat, short
videos and snapshots allows for instant feedback. You can ask a
question about a problem you might have while you are out in the
field and receive an answer from someone right away (provided
you have cell phone reception).

WhatsApp is a free, instant
messaging app that allows
communication between
smartphones. It works just like
sending text messages and
is ideal to use outside where
you don’t have internet access
but are able to connect to the
cellular network.
WhatsApp Group Chat:
A WhatsApp group is an
intimate space, where
participants can see and
interact with each other.
There is no listing of these
groups, as they are informal
clusters of friends and
acquaintances, often in
proximity of each other or
bound by a shared interest. You
can make calls, send messages,
links, photos, videos, files and
voice messages to everyone in
a group at the same time. Only
the owner of the group can add
people to the group. Start a
group chat of your own or ask
to join an existing group.
WhatsApp Broadcast:
You can also use WhatsApp to
broadcast to a list of recipients.
While this may seem similar to
a WhatsApp Group, the major
difference is that people cannot
see each other in the same
Broadcast List. Broadcasting
is a more unidirectional
way of communicating, that
doesn’t create community as a
WhatsApp Group does.
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Online Tools

INSTAGRAM
Start by creating an Instagram
account and post a few images
with captions. Branch out into
short videos, taken on your
phone. Flip the camera to show
your surroundings or face
the lens as Tommy Casados
of C4 Farms tends to do! He
has developed a hilarious
online persona on Instagram,
all the while sharing about
conservation and cows.
With an emphasis on visual
communication, short captions
provide context and are
ideal for sharing personal
observations. The ideal length
of an Instagram caption is 138150 characters or about two
short sentences –but finding
your personal style is more
important than adhering to
norms. No need to be formal,
people want to hear your
unique voice on social media.
While it is always important
to be extra respectful in
online interactions, Instagram
generally tends to foster
a positive and supportive
community.
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Do you enjoy taking pictures or video?
Not a person of many words? Instagram
might be a good fit for you –it’s home to a
lively farming community, where the main
focus is on sharing images.

Online Tools

TWITTER
Twitter is similar to Instagram, but has some additional features,
e.g. retweeting, quoting, and multilevel reply chains, which means
that each reply can branch off into a separate conversation.

Once you’re
comfortable
with your
social media
platform,
try hosting
a virtual
farm tour!

The most common length of a tweet is only 33 characters (e.g.
the first 7 words in this sentence) with a character limit of 280
characters. Twitter is a fast paced medium, where users react to
what’s happening right now, often in a rapid-fire way and while
multitasking. Instagram tends to be more focused and reflective,
the stream of images asking for a user ’s undivided attention.
These differences might explain why Twitter is notorious for flareups among users. That said, if you already have an active and
respectful Twitter following, tweeting can be a great way to spread
the word about soil health.

LIVE STREAMING
All of these social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
and WhatsApp) now enable live streaming of video, which creates
a more immediate, interactive experience and comes perhaps
closest to recreating the benefits of a physical gathering. Once
you’re comfortable with the social media platform of your choice
and have built a small following, you may want to try hosting a
virtual video farm tour live online. You will need either a strong
wifi or cell phone connection with unlimited data upload.

ZOOM
Zoom is a video and audio conferencing platform, integrating an
online chat function. Users connect using a smartphone app or
desktop application or by calling in over a phone line. Meetings
for up to 100 participants are free for a maximum of 40 minutes.
Several subscription options are available to extend the meeting
time and access additional features.

Guidestone Colorado’s Farm to School
Director Monica Pless gives a virtual tour.
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VIRTUAL FARM
TOUR
THE TEAM
It’s ideal to conduct the tour with a small team of at least 3 people
that fill different roles:
1) The onsite host or MC is on location and in front of the camera,
taking the online audience on a tour of the farm or ranch. The
MC is knowledgeable, has hands-on experience and is passionate
about sharing and educating others about the topic discussed on
the tour. Most likely this will be you, the Soil Health Champion!
The tour is best conducted within a small radius, but might cover
several different structures and growing zones, e.g. a hoop house
and an orchard with access to fields or rangeland in the distance.
2) The camera person carries a cell phone running the Zoom app
and closely follows the MC during the tour –making sure the MC
is in the video frame, zooming in by getting closer or stepping
away to pan out. The cell phone is connected to the MC with
a 6-8 foot cord plugged into the microphone/audio jack. An
external microphone (preferably a lavalier mic) improves audio
quality greatly when live streaming outside, especially in windy
conditions. The camera person should be comfortable with the
technology and either remains invisible or interviews the MC.
3) The online host or moderator is stationed in front of a computer
at a location with steady internet connectivity. This can be either
close by or far away from the location where the tour takes place.
It’s important that the moderator is well versed in the topic of the
tour (e.g. a co-worker or business partner to the MC) in addition to
being familiar with the online platform.
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These best practices are
applicable to any platform with
live streaming capacity:
•
•

•

•

•

Ensure good and stable cell
phone reception on location!
Find a suitable vantage point
for your tour with easy access
to several points of interest
within a few hundred yards of
walking. Point out additional
features in the distance.
Plan and map out the
trajectory for the tour ahead of
time, so that your team knows
the sequence of tour stops and
where to go next.
Consider recording the tour
for later viewing. This can be a
nice feature for your website,
youtube channel or to post on
social media.
If live streaming is too
daunting or the connection
unstable, recording a video
and answering questions live
online is a good alternative.

Championing soil health in a time of social distancing

THE TOUR
At the start of the virtual tour, the moderator welcomes online
guests as they enter the Zoom room and reminds everyone of
the ground rules. The MC then takes everyone on the first part
of the tour, stopping for questions, then moving on to the next
close-by tour stop. Meanwhile the moderator monitors the chat
box, reacting to questions as they arise or collecting a queue to
be answered by the MC. If moving to a second location or the
connection to the MC is lost, the moderator is tiding everyone
over by engaging with the audience until the MC is back on.
Ground rules:
Ask guests to remain muted
and to use the chat box for
questions or comments. If the
amount of audience members
is manageable you might
consider allowing guests to be
unmuted when prompted by the
moderator and ask their questions
directly, but keep in mind that
audio quality varies and it can
be difficult for the MC to hear
online participants. Having the
moderator act as a go-between
will guarantee a smoother
if slightly less interactive
experience.

The ideal length of a virtual farm tour is anywhere between 10
and 30 minutes plus Q&A. Research has shown that after about
50 minutes screen fatigue sets in.

PROMOTION & OUTREACH
Depending on the size and platform you chose, promotion will
either be broad or focused. If you’re planning a public event
open to all (streamed live on Facebook for example) you want
to promote it widely and cross-platform. Ask others to share the
announcement and make it easy –provide a short, compelling
sample text and a picture that others can use to post on social
media. Consider creating a Facebook event for the virtual tour,
even though you might use a different platform. It’s easy for
others to share a Facebook event and it creates a bit of a buzz as
you can see who is interested in attending.
For a more intimate gathering, have people RSVP in advance and
invite guests by email with a link/login to the live event.
TEST every link you send out or post online! Have someone else
test as well and make sure your access link stands out and is
easy to find. Send a reminder closer to the date and an hour or
two before going live, clearly highlighting the link to join.

HAVE FUN : )
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LINKS
•

Wordpress
https://wordpress.com/

•

Facebook
How to create a Facebook event:
https://www.facebook.com/help/210413455658361?helpref=about_content
How to live stream on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/626637251511853?id=1123223941353904
NM Soil Stewards Facebook Group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/305667806779593/

•

WhatsApp
How to start a Group Chat on WhatsApp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y2zE4_78BF8&feature=youtu.be
How to use live video with WhatsApp:
https://faq.whatsapp.com/en/android/26000026/?category=5245237

•

Instagram
How to live stream using Instagram:
https://help.instagram.com/292478487812558

•

How to stream video on Twitter:
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/twitter-live

•

Zoom
https://zoom.us/

•

Watch the AgriSummit Virtual Farm Tour by Guidestone Colorado on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0R_-z8K07OQ

•

Access the Soil Health Champion’s Guide to Virtual Farm Tours online:
https://www.nmhealthysoil.org/2020/05/06/a-soil-health-champions-guide-to-virtual-farm-tours/

SEE YOU ONLINE!
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This guide was developed by the
NM Healthy Soil Working Group for
New Mexico’s Soil Health Champions Network
and soil health advocates everywhere.
Join the New Mexico Soil Health Champions at
NMhealthysoil.org
Learn more about the National
Soil Health Champions Network at
NACDnet.org

